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Abstract
Transverse single-spin asymmetries (SSA) in inclusive reactions are now consid-
ered to be directly related to the transverse momentum kT of the fundamental partons
involved in the process. Several possible leading-twist QCD mechanisms have been
proposed to explain the available data, in particular the Sivers effect which was res-
urrected recently. We show that from the measurement of transverse SSA in inclusive
production of gauge bosons, one can learn more about the Sivers functions and pos-
sibly to achieve a reliable flavor separation.
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The existence of puzzling and significant experimental results for transverse single-
spin asymmetries (SSA) in several high energy processes, has been known for a long
time. Let us mention in particular, the SSA in hyperon (and antihyperon) inclu-
sive production pN → Y ↑X , at various energies [1], and in pion inclusive production
pp↑ → piX with a center-of-mass (c.m.) energy√s ∼ 20GeV [2], an effect which seems
to survive at
√
s = 200GeV, as observed for pi0 production, in the first spin run at
BNL-RHIC [3]. For the large amount of significant effects accumulated in the hyperon
production, in particular Λ’s, many theoretical attempts to explain them have been
proposed [4, 5], with strong limitations in most cases, so it is clear that this polariza-
tion phenomena is not easy to understand within the pQCD framework. Recently an
azimuthal asymmetry has been also observed in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scatter-
ing (SIDIS) lp↑ → lpiX , for targets polarized transversely (AUT ) and longitudinally
(AUL) to the direction of the unpolarized incoming lepton beam direction [6, 7]. In
a kinematic region where the generalized QCD parton model is valid, the description
of such a reaction involves both distribution functions q(x) and fragmentation func-
tions Dpiq (z), where the scaling variable has been omitted purposely. However in a
phenomenological approach based on the generalization of the factorization theorem,
one can replace q(x) by q(x,kT ), with an explicit dependence on kT , the transverse
momentum of the quark inside the nucleon and similarly for the fragmentation func-
tion, replacing Dpiq (z) by D
pi
q (z,k
pi
T ), where k
pi
T is the transverse momentum of the pi
with respect to the direction of the fragmenting quark. When dealing with polarized
processes, the introduction of this transverse momentum dependence opens the way
to possible new spin effects, namely the Sivers effect [8], related to the distribution
function and the Collins effect [9], related to the fragmentation function. More pre-
cisely, the Collins function describes an azimuthal asymmetry in the hadronization
process of a transversely polarized quark, while the Sivers function does the same for
the production of a quark form a transversely polarized hadron, usually the proton.
The Sivers effect was first discarded in Ref. [9] on the basis of time reversal invari-
ance. However it was shown recently in Ref. [10] that the observed asymmetry in
SIDIS mentioned above, which was until then attributed only to the Collins effect,
could be also explained by an effective Sivers effect. This mechanism is due to QCD
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final-state interactions from gluon exchange between the struck quark and the proton
spectators, and it survives in the Bjorken limit. Collins himself has reconsidered his
proof of the vanishing of the Sivers function [11] and it was shown in Ref. [12] that the
model results of Ref. [10] are recovered properly in the light-cone gauge. In Drell-Yan
processes, QCD initial-state interactions from gluon exchange between the incoming
annihilating antiquark and the target spectators, can also give rise to a non-zero
Sivers function [13] ‡. The SSA predicted for the Drell-Yan process pip↑ → l+l−X is
similar and of opposite sign to the SSA in lp↑ → lpiX [11, 13].
Once we have identified these two fundamental leading-twist QCD mechanisms to
generate SSA, the Sivers and Collins effects, in order to study them in more detail it
is important to be able to discriminate between them. §. One way to achieve this is to
consider weak interaction processes, as proposed in Ref. [18]. We recall that with the
Collins mechanism, the SSA is obtained from the transversity distribution function hq1
of a quark of the initial polarized hadron, convoluted with the Collins, kT - dependent
fragmentation function. However in weak interaction processes, such as neutrino DIS
on a polarized target or W production in polarized hadron-hadron collisions, since
the charged current only couples to quarks of one chirality, hq1 decouples and thus the
observed SSA is not due to the Collins effect. This is not the case for the Sivers effect
which will be able to generate a non-zero SSA, as we will see now.
Let us consider the inclusive production of a W+ gauge boson in the reaction
pp↑ → W+X , where one proton beam is transversely polarized. In the Drell-Yan
picture in terms of the dominant quark-antiquark fusion reaction, the unpolarized
cross-section reads
dσ =
∫
dxad
2kTadxbd
2kTb[u(xa,kTa)d(xb,kTb) + (u↔ d)]dσˆab→W+. (1)
Similarly, the SSA defined as
AW
+
N =
dσ↑ − dσ↓
dσ↑ + dσ↓
(2)
‡For a phenomenological study of transverse SSA in Drell-Yan processes, see also Ref. [14, 15].
§The interference fragmentation function with the measurement of two pions in the final state is
another possible leading-twist mechanism to produce non-zero SSA in several processes [16, 17].
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can be expressed such as
dσAW
+
N =
∫
dxad
2kTadxbd
2kTb[∆
Nu(xa,kTa)d(xb,kTb)
−∆Nd(xa,kTa)u(xb,kTb)]dσˆab→W+ . (3)
We recall the general definition of the kT -dependent parton distributions inside a
transversely polarized proton, up labeled with ↑ or down with ↓, namely
q(x,kT ) =
1
2
[q↑(x,kT ) + q↓(x,kT )]
=
1
2
[q↑(x,kT ) + q↑(x,−kT )] = q(x, kT ), (4)
whereas for the Sivers functions [8] we have
∆qN(x,kT ) = q↑(x,kT )− q↓(x,kT )
= q↑(x,kT )− q↑(x,−kT ) = ∆qN (x, kT )Sp · pˆ× kT . (5)
Here Sp denotes the transverse polarization of the proton of three-momentum p and
pˆ is a unit vector in the direction of p. A priori the kT -dependence of all these
parton distributions is unknown, but as a first approximation one can assume a simple
factorized form for the distribution functions and take for example, as in Ref.[15],
q(x, kT ) = q(x)f(kT ), (6)
where f(kT ) is flavor independent, and a similar expression for the corresponding
Sivers functions. In such a situation, it is clear that the SSA will also factorize and
then it reads
AW
+
N (
√
s, y,pT ) = H(pT )A
+(
√
s, y)Sp · pˆ× pT , (7)
where pT is the transverse momentum of theW
+ produced at the c.m. energy
√
s and
H(pT ) is a function of pT , the magnitude of pT . Obviously if the outgoingW
+ has no
transverse momentum, the SSA will be zero , as expected. In the above expression
we have now
A+(
√
s, y) =
∆Nu(xa)d(xb)−∆Nd(xa)u(xb)
u(xa)d(xb) + d(xa)u(xb)
, (8)
where y denotes the W+ rapidity, which is related to xa and xb. Actually we have
xa =
√
τey and xb =
√
τe−y, with τ = M2W/s, and we note that a similar expression
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for AW
−
N , the SSA corresponding to W
− production, is obtained by permuting u and
d. For the y-dependent part of the SSA, one gets for y = 0
A+ =
1
2
(
∆Nu
u
− ∆
Nd
d
) and A− =
1
2
(
∆Nd
d
− ∆
Nu
u
) (9)
evaluated at x = MW/
√
s. Moreover a real flavor separation can be obtained away
from y = 0, since for y = −1 one has
A+ ∼ −∆
Nd
d
and A− ∼ −∆
Nu
u
(10)
evaluated at x = 0.059 and for y = +1 one has
A+ ∼ ∆
Nu
u
and A− ∼ ∆
Nd
d
(11)
evaluated at x = 0.435, at a c.m. energy
√
s = 500GeV. So the region y ∼ −1 is very
sensitive to the antiquark Sivers functions, whereas the region y ∼ +1 is sensitive
to the quark Sivers functions. It is interesting to notice the close correspondence
between the expression for A+ (see Eq. (8)) and the parity violating-asymmetry AW
+
L
introduced in Ref. [19]. Clearly, as well known, AW
±
L allows the flavor separation of
the quark helicity distributions, similarly the measurement of AW
±
N is a practical way
to separate the u and d quarks Sivers functions and their corresponding antiquarks
u and d. A straightforward interpretation of a non-zero AW
±
L is, in fact, a little bit
more complicated because of its pT - dependence, namely the factor H(pT ) in Eq.
(7), which is unknown. It is possible to avoid this difficulty and to increase statistics
by integrating over the pT - range of the produced W
±’s. This is part of the reason
why we cannot make any reliable prediction for these SSA, but the observation of
significant effects will be the unambiguous signature for the presence of non-zero
Sivers functions. On the experimental side, we recall that a vast spin programme
is under way at BNL-RHIC, which will operate with polarized proton beams, both
transversely and longitudinally, up to
√
s = 500GeV [20]. All appropriate studies
have been now completed in view of the measurement of AW
±
L , which will be precisely
determined, because the high luminosity of the machine allows a copious production
of W±. So our proposal to measure AW
±
N is pretty obvious and does not requiere any
further experimental effort. Another point worth mentioning is the fact that if one
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considers prompt photon production pp↑ → γX , with a transversely polarized proton,
the SSA for this reaction, which does not involve any fragmentation function, is also
directly sensitive to Sivers functions. Moreover, since the dominant subprocess is
gluon Compton scattering gq → γq, by selecting the rapidity of the produced photon,
it is possible to separate quark the Sivers function from the gluon Sivers function,
this last object having not yet been considered in the literature. This process has
been also carefully studied for the determination of the gluon helicity distribution at
BNL-RHIC [20].
To summarize, these SSA which are very well accessible at BNL-RHIC, might
open the way to a new class of relevant spin effects at high enrgies, contrary to naive
expectations.
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